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Abstract
A camera RAW file contains minimally processed data
from the image sensor. The contents of the RAW file include
more information, and potentially higher quality, than the
commonly used JPEG file. But the RAW file is typically several times larger than the JPEG file (taking fewer images,
slower quick shooting) and lacks the standard file format
(not ready-to-use, prolonging the image workflow). These
drawbacks limit its applications.
In this paper, we suggest a new “hybrid” image capture
mode: a high-res JPEG file and a low-res RAW file as alternative of the original RAW file. Most RAW users can be
benefited from such a combination. To address this problem, we provide an effective approach to reconstruct a high
quality image by combining the advantages of two kinds of
files. We formulate this reconstruction process as a global
optimization problem by enforcing two constraints: reconstruction constraint and detail consistency constraint. The
final recovered image is smaller than the full-res RAW file,
enables faster quick shooting, and has both richer information (e.g., color space, dynamic range, lossless 14 bits
data) and higher resolution. In practice, the functionality
of capturing such a “hybrid” image pair in one-shot has
been supported in some existing digital cameras.

1. Introduction
The RAW file contains untouched, “raw” pixel information straightly from the digital camera’s sensor. It is digital
photography’s equivalent of a negative in film photography.
The RAW file has many benefits: high bit depth (e.g., 14
bits/channel) which provides considerably wider dynamic
range than the JPEG file, non-destructive white balance,
lossless compression and better for denoising and tone adjustment. Based on these merits, all DLSR cameras and
even many compact cameras provide this essential functionality for photographers.
However, the RAW file has three main disadvantages: 1)
to be much larger than similar JPEG file so fewer photos
can fit within the same memory card; 2) to take longer to be
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Figure 1. Pipelines of RAW, JPEG images acquisition. Different
from RAW file, JPEG file undergoes a series of in-camera processing, i.e., demosaicing, white balance/tone mapping/saturation
adjustment/sharpening/denoising, and lossy compression.

written to camera’s memory buffer therefore the frame rate
decreases in quick shooting; 3) to be not so convenient to
view, print, and share the image due to reading and decoding large RAW file. Considering these drawbacks, many
users would rather choose the JPEG file (small file size
and easy-to-be decoded) even though the JPEG file contains less information and occasionally yields worse quality in some situations (e.g. over-/under-exposed regions in
frontlit/backlit scenes). Fig. 1 shows two different pipelines
of RAW image and JPEG image acquisition.
To help RAW file users to better tackle these issues, we
suggest a new “hybrid” image pair: a low resolution RAW
file (also called sRAW) and a high resolution JPEG file as
alternative of the original RAW file. Indeed, such a combination has four main advantages over the original RAW
file: 1) it can save memory card. We may take more images
on the same memory card since its file size is smaller than
a full resolution RAW file; 2) it can increase the burst rate
which is important to take wildlife and sports photography
shots without a delay. The reason is that the fixed amount
of camera’s memory buffer can allow storing more photos
at a time due to the reduction of file size; 3) it is easy for
quick viewing, browsing and managing via the JPEG file;
4) it contains richer information (e.g., larger color space,
higher dynamic range, lossless 14 bits data) than the JPEG
file. With the new image pair, we may have the best of both
world by combining the benefits in both images.
In this paper, we propose a high quality image reconstruction approach using the image pair. The reconstructed
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Figure 2. System overview.

image has higher spatial resolution than the input RAW image and wider dynamic range than the input JPEG image.
Specifically, we formulate this reconstruction problem as
a guided image super-resolution problem: we increase the
spatial resolution of the RAW image under the guidance of
the high resolution JPEG image. We exploit two kinds of
constraints: reconstruction constraint and detail consistency
constraint. The former constraint requires the downsampled
version of the reconstructed image should approach the input low resolution RAW image. The latter constraint enforces the consistence between the recovered image and the
input JPEG image at the detail layer. The final image is obtained by minimizing a quadratic function which enforces
two constraints.
The camera manufactures also noticed the problem in the
original RAW file and added a new functionality in recent
DSLR cameras like Canon’s 7D, 5D mark II, and 1Ds Mark
III: the user can simultaneously capture a RAW file and a
JEPG file with different resolution. These two images are
exactly from the same sensor but with different downsampling and processing. Since the “hybrid” images can be captured by one-shot in camera, our image acquisition is quite
practical to help any photographers - no special requirements on device, no limitations on the capturing method,
and no restrictions on scene.

Another related work “inverse tone mapping” aims to expand dynamic range of the input image. Many work are proposed to tackle this ill-posed problem (e.g. [7, 22, 27]) and
some representative techniques are evaluated in [18]. Most
of existing inverse tone mapping algorithms (e.g. [22]) adjust the global tone response curve. However, the results by
global mapping may have amplified quantization artifacts
and incorrect local colors. In [23], a locally linear operator is proposed to Hdr2Ldr mapping, which can outperform global operators. In our work, we want to perform
“inverse” tone mapping on the JPEG image. In some situations, a global operator or even a local linear operator is not
very suitable for our problem. We further propose a locally
piecewise-linear tone mapping for better quality.
Recently, several challenging vision problems were attacked by using multiple images of the same scene, such as
HDR imaging (e.g. [3, 19]), denoising [14, 20], and deblurring [29] using blurred/noisy image pair. In this paper, we
use the low-res RAW image and high-res JPEG image pair
to solve a reconstruction problem for both spatial resolution
and dynamic range. Usually, these techniques require more
than one shot, which may largely reduce their applicability,
especially for dynamic scenes.

2. Related Work

The pipeline of our approach is summarized in Fig. 2.
Given a low-res RAW 1 Rl and a high-res JPEG J h , the
reconstruction of the high-res RAW Rh can be formulated
by minimizing the following objective function:

Two categories of work are most related to ours: image super-resolution and inverse tone mapping. Single
image super-resolution is an extensively studied problem.
Representative work include interpolation-based methods
(e.g. [11, 26]), edge-based methods (e.g. [2, 6, 24]), and
example-based methods (e.g. [8, 9, 16, 25]). These single
image super-resolution methods mainly sharpen the image
edges and enhance the details. Only limited amount of high
frequency structures or details can be “invented”. Multiframe super-resolution methods (e.g. [4, 5, 12]) use a set of
low-resolution images from the same scene to recover the
lost high frequency details. These approaches require accurate image registration at the sub-pixel level and are numerically limited only to small increases in resolution [15].
To reduce color aberration in single image super-resolution,
the work [17] performs color assignment in chroma channels guided by the super-resolution luminance channel.

3. Framework Overview

Rh

∗

= arg min E(Rh ; Rl , J h )
Rh

= arg min{Er (Rh ; Rl ) + λEd (Rh ; Rl , J h )}.(1)
Rh

The first term Er (Rh ; Rl ) enforces the reconstruction constraint. Similar to previous super-resolution work, the reconstruction constraint enforces that the down-sampled version of high-res RAW should be close to the input low-res
1 In principle, we should use the true RAW file in the processing. However, it is difficult to access original RAW data without the specified RAW
codec since both RAW file format and in-camera demosaicing algorithm
are secret in various types of camera. To make a general solution to all
camera, we consider a 16-bit/channel TIFF image (TIFF is known as a
standard file format) generated from RAW convertor (the conversion process ensures no information loss) as our “RAW image” in this paper.

RAW. The second term Ed (Rh ; Rl , J h ) enforces the detail
consistency constraint. It means that the local structures of
high-res RAW should be consistent with those of high-res
JPEG. Since the input JPEG and RAW have different color
ranges, we cannot directly copy the high-res JPEG details
to the low-res RAW. Instead, we need firstly to “inversely”
map JPEG values from a narrow color range to a wide color
range. To achieve a better inverse tone mapping, we propose a locally piecewise linear mapping operator. Then we
extract the detail layer from the mapped image and integrate
it to our objective function. In the next section, we will first
describe how to obtain high-res details from JPEG.

4. High-resolution Details Reconstruction
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Detail reconstruction includes: infer local tone mapping
models from a low-res RAW and a downscaled JPEG, upsample coefficients to map the high-res JPEG to a high-bit
color space, and extract details from the mapped image.
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4.1. Locally Piecewise Linear Tone Mapping
Since the JPEG file may undergo complicated non-linear
and non-local in-camera processing (shown in Fig. 1), a
global tone mapping curve or a locally linear curve are often insufficient. For example, Fig. 3(a) shows such a case
– finding a perfect global tone mapping curve is difficult
for two entire images. In fact, there exist different nonlinear tone mapping curves for various local patch pairs. In
Fig. 3(b), we show one local tone curve mostly like an Exponential curve and another similar to a Sigmoidal curve.
To well represent the locally non-linear mapping, a naı̈ve
idea is to use a polynomial approximation for each local
patch pair. However, the total computation cost of fitting a
polynomial function for each patch pair over the entire image would be very high. Moveover, the polynomial fitting
within a small window is sensitive to noise and outliers.
To get a more robust and efficient mapping, our underlying algorithm regards the locally nonlinear curve as the
combination of multiple piecewise-linear components. The
exact mapping at each pixel can be well approximated by a
linear mapping curve within a limited tone range. Fig. 3(b)
shows that we can fit a good linear function for these pixels
which have very close tones to the tone at the patch center
(the limited tone range is denoted by a yellow strip):
Ri = ak Ji + bk , ∀i ∈ {i|i ∈ Ωk , |Ji − Jk | < κ.},

(2)

where R is the RAW image, J is the JPEG image and Ωk is
a local patch centered at k. κ provides a hard threshold to
the range difference between the center pixel and its neighborhoods. (ak , bk ) are linear coefficients in patch Ωk .
The optimal solution of (ak , bk ) can be obtained by a
linear regression:
X
(a∗k , b∗k ) = arg min
ωk,i · (Ri − ak Ji − bk )2 (3)
i∈Ωk

J

J

(b) local tone mapping curves for two different patch pairs

Figure 3. Illustration of global and local tone-mapping. (a) plots
all pixel tone mappings at the same image position in the low-res
RAW and in the low-res JPEG. From these mapping plots (green
dots), we can fit a globally non-linear curve (blue curve), where xaxis (y-axis) denotes the JPEG (RAW) intensity. (b) plots all pixel
tone mappings within two arbitrary RAW (R) and JPEG (J) local
patch pairs. It shows the fitted locally non-linear curves may be
different at different image patch locations. The red star denotes
the tone mapping at the patch center.

where ωk,i is 1 for |Ji − Jk | < κ and 0 for others. In
our implementation, we use a soft weight function ωk,i =
−Jk )2
exp(− (Ji2σ
) (by default, κ = 3σ = 0.2 for the normal2
ized image) to make smooth transitions between contributed
pixels and little contributed pixels.
We can further derive the optimal solution of (ak , bk ) by:
1 P
i∈Ωk ωk,i Ji Ri − J k Rk
Wk
∗

(4)
ak = 
P
2
1
2
+ǫ
i∈Ωk ωk,i Ji − J k
Wk
b∗k

= R k − ak J k .
(5)
P
where J k = W1k i∈Ωk ωk,i Ji is the weighted average of
P
all pixels Ji in local patch Ωk , Rk = W1k i∈Ωk ωk,i Ri
is
P the weighted average of Ri (i ∈ Ωk ), and Wk =
i∈Ωk ωk,i is the sum of all weights in Ωk . ǫ is used to
avoid division by zero. After computing (a∗k , b∗k ) for all local patches in the image, we can get the mapped image by:
e i = a i Ji + b i .
R

(6)
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Input: Image I and image J with the same size
m × n, window radius r
Output: Image O of the same size as I and J
Initialize kernel joint-range-sum histogram H and
column joint-range-sum histograms h1...n
for i = 1 to m do
for j = 1 to n do
Remove Ii−r−1,j+r from hj+r (Ji−r−1,j+r )
Add Ii+r,j+r to hj+r (Ji+r,j+r )
H ←− H + hj+r − hj−r−1
P255
(p−J )2
Oi,j ←− p=0 exp(− 2σi,j
)H(p)
2
end
end
Algorithm 1: O(1) box joint-bilateral filtering

Figure 4. Comparisons between different tone mapping methods.
(a) input high-res JPEG and low-res RAW(1/4×) (overlay the leftbottom). (b) globally non-linear mapped image (c) locally linear
mapped image (d) our locally piecewise-linear mapped image.

Comparison and Discussion. In Fig. 4, we compare our
locally piecewise-linear mapping with globally non-linear
mapping and locally linear mapping on a real case. The input image pair are the low-res RAW (1/4×)2 and high-res
JPEG. In the globally mapped result, there are strong quantization artifacts. The artifacts which come from the JPEG
image are caused by fewer bits allowed in smooth over/under-exposed regions for propose of compression. The
artifacts are boosted and become visible when increasing
contrast in the procedure of inverse tone mapping. But corresponding tones in sRAW vary smoothly in these regions.
After our local inverse tone mapping, these visible artifacts
will be mapped to some smooth values in the final result.
Thus, the quantization artifacts could be suppressed by the
hybrid image pair. Compared with our result, the locally linear mapped result looks much smoothed especially at some
weak edge points nearby strong edges, where the estimated
linear model tends to map intensities with small translation
to nearly the same values.
Fast Implementation. We want to develop a fast implementation for our local tone mapping. When inspecting
Eqn. (4) and (5), we can observe
Pthat many items share the
same mathematic expression:
i∈Ωk ωk,i Ii , where Ii can
be Ji Ri , Ji2 , Ji , Ri or 1. The mathematic expression is actually a box joint-bilateral filter [20], where the spatial term
is the average but not the gaussian weight, and the range
term ωk,i evaluates on pixel values of a second guidance
image (JPEG image J). Thus, some acceleration techniques
based on either varied spatial weights [28] or constant range
weights (e.g. ωk,i = 1) [10] are not suitable for this case.
2 The notation 1/4× (4×) means the image side in low-res (high-res)
image is 1/4 of (4 times) the image side of high-res (low-res) image. We
use the notation in this paper.
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Figure 5. Illustration of joint-range-sum histogram. Here show
two corresponding local windows in image J and in image I. In
the local window of J (I), the same color (letter) denotes a certain
intensity. Four red pixels in the window of J separately correspond
to four pixels a, b, e, b in the window of I. For standard histogram,
the height of bin RED is 4 since there are four red pixels in the
window of J. For joint-range-sum histogram, the height of bin
RED is the sum of all pixels in the window of I corresponding to
the same red pixels in the window of J, i.e. a + b + e + b.

Here, we propose an O(1) algorithm (shown in Algorithm
1) for the box joint-bilateral filterring which speeds up the
O(r2 ) implementation of naive approach.
Our fast algorithm relies on a so-called joint-range-sum
histogram3. Different from the standard histogram, every
bin of joint-range-sum histogram actually stores the sum of
pixel values in the filterring image I which correspond to
the same pixel value in a second guidance image J. Fig. 5
illustrates the generation of joint-range-sum histogram. Inspired by the slide-window accelerative strategy [21] used
in the standard histogram, we apply this efficient implementation to our joint-range-sum histogram to accelerate the
box joint-bilateral filtering (see Algorithm 1). For the input
image with 1600 × 1200, our approach is ten times faster
than the naive implementation when r = 15.

4.2. Details Extraction
Through locally piecewise-linear tone mapping, the
JPEG image is mapped to a high-bit color space. From the
eD by computing
mapped image, we will extract details R

3 Here, we use the concept of “histgram”. Every bin really records the
sum of pixel values instead of the count of pixels.

eh and a low-res
the ratio between a high-res radiance map R
h
e
R
el : R
eD =
radiance map R
el ↑+ǫ , where ǫ = 0.01 is used to
R
avoid division by zero, and ↑ is an upsampling operator.
el can be estimated by the inThe low-res radiance map R
put low-res RAW image and the scaled JPEG image, which
is achieved by scaling the input JPEG image down to the
same resolution of the input RAW image. For these image
pair, we first estimate the locally piecewise-linear coefficients at each pixel using Eqn. 4 and 5. Then the radiance
e l is obtained by locally linear mapping the scaled
map R
JPEG image pixel-by-pixel using Eqn. 6.
If we have the inferred mapping coefficients with the
same resolution to the input JPEG image, the high-res rae h can be estimated by simply mapping the
diance map R
high-res JPEG image pixel-by-pixel via Eqn. 6. But now,
we can only estimate the exact mapping coefficients from
the low-res RAW and the scaled JPEG image. We need to
up-sample the inferred coefficients for mapping. To achieve
a high quality up-scaled coefficients, we use joint-bilateral
upsampling [13] under the guidance of the input high-res
JPEG image. Here, we can efficiently compute the guided
upsampling by the accelerated box joint-bilateral filtering
(see Algorithm 1).

5. Image Reconstruction using Image Pair
The reconstruction constraint in Eqn. 1 measures the difference between the input low-res RAW image Rl and the
down-scaled version of high-res RAW image Rh :

 2
(7)
Er Rh ; Rl = Rl − Rh ⊗ G ↓
where ⊗ is the convolution operator and G is a gaussian filter. Here, we assume the blurring process in down-scaling
of JPEG and RAW images is the same, thus G can be in2
ferred by arg min J l − (J h ⊗ G) ↓ .
G

The detail consistency constraint in Eqn. 1 requires that
details of the final image Rh should be close to those of the
h
eh , i.e. RD = [R
e D ]β , where RD = R
.
mapped image R
Rl ↑+ǫ
β controls the extent of detail strength (by default, β = 1.6).
Larger β will make the final image look much sharper.
Then, the detail consistency constraint can be expressed as:

e D )β
Ed Rh ; Rl , J h = Rh − Rl ↑ ×(R

2

(8)

Since the objective function (in Eqn. 1) is a quadratic
form, we can obtain the global minimum by solving a linear
system. The solution can be further efficiently computed
using the following FFT-based implementation:
F {(Rh )∗ } = arg min{ F (Rl ↑) − F (Rh ) ⊙ F (G))
Rh



e D )β
λ F (Rh ) − F (Rl ↑) ⊙ F (R
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Figure 6. Comparisons with other super-resolution. (a) input
low-res RAW (1/4×) (b) gradient profile method [24] (c) jointbilateral upsampling[13] (σd = 1.0, σs = 0.2) (d) our final recovered image using two images. The bottom shows the closeup views of (e) nearest neighboring interpolation, (f) bicubic interpolation, (g) gradient profile method [24], (h)-(i) joint-bilateral
upsampling[13] with different settings (σd = 0.5, σs = 0.07 and
σd = 1.0, σs = 0.2), (j) our result. (k) global mapping.
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(Rh )∗ = F −1 

F (G) ⊙ F (G) + λ
where ⊙ is the element-wise multiplication operator, F and
F −1 are fourier and inverse fourier transformation.
In Fig. 6, we show the comparison between our reconstruction approach and previous methods, including single
image super-resolution [24] and joint-bilateral upsamping
[13]. The input image pair are the same to Fig. 4. Here, we
capture a sRAW (half the resolution of full size RAW) and a
high-res JPEG using Canon 5D Mark II and further downsample the sRAW by half. Then the 1/4-resolution RAW
and JPEG are used as the input. As shown in Fig. 6, our approach has advantages over single image super-resolution
because the high-res JPEG can provide good guidance for
estimating local structures. Like our approach, the jointbilateral upsamping [13] adopts the same image pair as the
input. We have tried various parameters in joint-bilateral
upsampling. We find that a small standard deviation in spatial and range usually results in a cartoon-like result and a
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Figure 7. A real case of over-exposed image. (a) sRAW(1/4×)
and high-res JPEG. (b) our result without detail synthesis. The
textures are blurred in the over-exposed region. (c) the synthesized details in the over-exposed region. (d) our result with detail
synthesis. (e)-(g) close-up views of global tone mapping, bicubic upsampling and our result with detail synthesis (from top to
bottom). Compared with others, our result has more fine details
whether in good illuminance regions or in over-exposed regions.

large standard deviation will make the result smooth.
In under/over-exposed regions, the JPEG image cannot
provide any guidance information like in well-exposed regions. To address this issue, we will copy the high-res
details from the well-exposed regions to the under-/overexposed regions. The idea is based on the observation
that patches with similar textures tend to redundantly recur
many times inside the image under different illuminations.
A similar work [27] is proposed to interactively synthesize
HDR details. However, our texture hallucination is a fully
automatic method and can use the low-res RAW image as
the guidance to help texture synthesis in the badly-exposed
regions, where the RAW image usually has rich perceptible structures. Fig. 7 shows a real example. The synthesis
procedure is shown as follows:
1. choose pixels with value beyond [0.1 0.9] in the JPEG
image J as badly-exposed pixels.
2. In badly-exposed regions, the up-scaled low-res RAW
Rl ↑ is used as a guidance to fill details in unknown
(badly-exposed) regions of RD . We will iteratively fill
unknown regions by a patch-based texture synthesis.
3. For each filling patch, we will find the best matching
patch from the known (well-exposed) regions using a
new distance measure, which is the weighted sum of
two parts: i) sum of squared differences (SSD) of the
filling detail patch and the filled detail patches in their
overlap region in RD ; ii) SSD of the filling patch and
its overlay known patch in Rl ↑. The smallest distance
corresponds to the best candidate patch.
4. iterate 3 until all unknown detail regions are filled.

6. Experiments
Comparisons with Full-res RAW In this experiment, we
use two modes to capture data: to take an original size RAW

file and to take an image pair of original size JPEG and lowres RAW. For both two modes, we use the same Canon EOS
5D Mark II and 32G 133X CF card.
Here, the acquired low-res RAW is sRAW (1/2×). We
can further get a smaller RAW file denoted as sRAW(1/4×)
by down-sampling the sRAW(1/2×) to half each side of
image. We test these two capture modes on two categories of images: one with most smooth regions and the
other with rich textures. On average, the total file size
of sRAW(1/2×)+JPEG is able to be reduced to 63% of
the file size of full-res RAW. Moveover, the file size of
sRAW(1/4×)+JPEG can be reduced to 38% of the file size
of full-res RAW.
On the other hand, we compare the speed of rapid shooting in various time spans between the two capture ways:
“sRAW+JPEG” and full-res “RAW”. Specifically, when we
perform burst shooting without delay for 15 or 30 seconds, we can obtain 50% photos by taking sRAW+JPEG
more than by taking RAW. The improvement in burst rate
is not very obvious within 6 seconds. A reason is that the
computational capability of current camera need to be further improved to quickly conduct two different pipelines
of RAW and JPEG acquisition. Here, we want to calculate the potential ability of such an image pair in boosting burst rate in theory. Through the relation between the
file size of “sRAW+JPEG” and that of RAW shown in
Table 1, we can derive that sRAW(1/2×)+JPEG can im2×100%
prove the speed averagely by 1.6 times ( 55.4%+70.1%
) and
sRAW(1/4×)+JPEG can improve the speed averagely by
2×100%
). The recent Camera 2.0 [1] tech2.63 times ( 30.9%+45.2%
niques may make the potential ability become true.
Table 1. Comparisons of file size (for flat images and textured images respectively) and the count of taken photos in each time spans
between two capture modes: sRAW+JPEG and RAW.

Input Image Pair
flat images
sRAW(1/2×) + JPEG
55.4% (43% + 12.4%)
sRAW(1/4×)∗ + JPEG 30.9% (18.5% + 12.4%)
Input Image Pair
textured images
sRAW(1/2×)∗ + JPEG 70.1% (49.2% + 20.9%)
sRAW(1/4×)∗ + JPEG 45.2% (24.3% + 20.9%)
Input Image Pair
2 s 6 s 15 s 30 s
RAW
8
15
21
30
sRAW(×1/2) + JPEG
8
16
31
46
∗ Note:

The possible file size of sRAW(1/4×) is derived from the rela-

tionship between the file size of sRAW(1/2×) and that of full-res RAW.

Comparisons with Other methods We compare our approach with other methods on two real natural images
shown in Fig. 8. For color images, we perform our method
separately on each color channel. In our experiments, we
use a full-res JPEG and sRAW(1/4×) as the input image
pair. Fig. 8(b) shows the globally tone mapped image from

the input JPEG image. The mapped result looks not so good
as ours especially on the smooth regions, where we can notice many quantization artifacts. We further show the comparison in close-up views (overlay top-right patches).
We also compare our approach with other image superresolution methods, including nearest neighboring upscaling, bicubic upscaling, gradient-profile based method[24],
and joint-bilateral upsampling[13]. Using an image pair,
our approach is able to recover many high-res details that
can not be seen in single image super-resolution results, for
instance, the fur of cat in Fig. 8. Similar to our approach,
joint-bilateral upsampling[13] can also use a high-res image
as a guidance map to help interpolation. But we tried the
best parameters and cannot achieve comparable results to
ours. The joint-bilateral upsampling result is either cartoonlike (in Fig. 8(g)) or smoothed (in Fig. 8(h)). We further
show more comparisons, quantitative evaluation in the Supplementary materials. Our approachs take advantage over
other methods in PSNR (41.4 dB vs 24.8 dB against global
tone mapping, 41.4 dB vs 27.8 dB against joint-bilateral upsampling). However, a limitation may occur when there are
too large areas saturated in the JPEG image and no similar
visible structures used to synthesize those missing details.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a high-quality image reconstruction approach using a RAW and JPEG image pair.
The reconstruction is formulated by enforcing two constraints from the input pair. Our solution is practical and
applicable to the existing commercial digital SLR cameras.
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Figure 8. Comparisons on two real cases. (a) input image pair: sRAW(1/4×) (overlay left-bottom) and full-res JPEG (b) the global tone
mapped result.(c) our final result. Better visualization in electronic or color-printed version for the comparisons between (b) and (c). We
also show comparisons between our method and others in close-up views, including (d) nearest neighboring upsamping(4×), (e) bicubic
upsampling(4×), (f) gradient profile based method[24](4×), (g) joint-bilateral upsampling[13] (σd = 0.5, σs = 0.07) (h) joint-bilateral
upsampling[13] (σd = 1.0, σs = 0.2). (i) our approach (j) global tone mapping.

